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ABSTRACT: Carbon capture and storage (CCS) can significantly
reduce the amount of CO2 emitted from coal-fired power plants but its
operation significantly reduces the plant’s net electrical output and
decreases profits, especially during times of high electricity prices. An
amine-based CCS system can be modified adding amine-storage to allow
postponing 92% of all its energy consumption to times of lower
electricity prices, and in this way has the potential to effectively reduce
the cost of CO2 capture by reducing the costs of the forgone electricity
sales. However adding amine-storage to a CCS system implies a
significant capital cost that will be outweighed by the price-arbitrage
revenue only if the difference between low and high electricity prices is
substantial. In this paper we find a threshold for the variability in
electricity prices that make the benefits from electricity price arbitrage
outweigh the capital costs of amine-storage. We then look at wholesale electricity markets in the Eastern Interconnect of the
United States to determine profitability of amine-storage systems in this region. Using hourly electricity price data from years
2007 and 2008 we find that amine storage may be cost-effective in areas with high price variability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) can significantly reduce the
amount of CO2 emitted from coal-fired power plants, but its
high capital and operating costs are an important barrier. In this
paper we analyze one alternative to reduce operating costs of
amine-based CCS systems.
CCS involves the capture and compression of CO2 to high

pressures, transportation to a storage site, and injection into a
suitable geologic reservoir.1 The most mature postcombustion
capture technologies to date involve chemical absorption of
CO2 from exhaust gases. Amines are likely to be the most cost-
effective sorbents and are closer to large-scale commercial
application than other alternatives.2

In an amine-based CCS system, a continuous scrubbing
system with aqueous monoethanol amine (amine) is used to
separate CO2 from the flue gas stream. The system consists of
two main elements: an absorber where CO2 is removed, and a
regenerator where CO2 is released and the original sorbent is
recovered. Providing energy for sorbent regeneration using heat
from the steam cycle significantly reduces the plant’s net
efficiency and net electricity output.3 Estimates for the
reduction in a coal plant’s electrical output (energy penalty)
due to CCS operation range from 20 to 40%.2,4 Approximately
55% of the CCS energy penalty is due to the steam
consumption of the regenerator and 35% is from the
compression of the captured CO2 for transport to the
sequestration site (see Supporting Information (SI) section 1
for a table of energy penalty estimates).

The reduction in the plant’s net electrical output implies a
decrease in profits, especially during times of high electricity
prices. Most analyses of amine-based CCS systems assume
continuous operation of the CCS unit at full load, but adding
amine-storage to conventional postcombustion CCS systems
enables postponing 92% of energy consumption to take
advantage of fluctuating electricity prices. By shifting CCS
energy consumption from periods of peak electricity prices to
periods of off-peak prices, the plant can sell more electricity at
higher prices and increase revenue, therefore effectively
reducing the average operating cost of CO2 capture, and
increasing opportunities for CO2 emissions reductions.
For amine-storage to be profitable, the benefits from

electricity price arbitrage need to exceed the significant capital
costs of the system. In this paper we propose a method to find
the required difference between peak and off-peak prices (i.e.,
price differentials) so that the extra revenue from electricity
price arbitrage outweighs the systems’ costs. We then use U.S.
data, both for capital cost estimates and electricity prices, to
explore profitability of amine storage in this region.
Adding amine-storage to a base-load CCS plant requires (1)

the installation of two tanks to store amine-CO2 solution and
extra amine, and (2) oversizing several of the plant’s
components to allow higher amine-regeneration and CO2
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compression rates during hours of low electricity prices. In this
system, CO2 is continuously captured in the amine solution,
and the quantity of CO2 captured (and net plant CO2
emissions) remains the same as in a conventional amine-
based system, but unlike in conventional CCS setups, the
stripping of the amine-CO2 solution, and compression of the
CO2 only occur during “off-peak” hours, when the costs of
energy use are comparatively low. The amine-CO2 solution that
is not stripped down during times of high energy costs is
temporarily stored in a tank. An additional regenerated amine
storage tank is required to supply regenerated amine to the
absorber when the regenerator is turned off.
A number of authors have looked at the economics of amine

storage. Chalmers et al. have estimated the short run marginal
operating cost of a plant with CCS amine storage for a range of
plant outputs.5 Similarly, Chalmers et al. estimate short run
marginal costs and plant profits for CCS amine storage,6 and
Husebye et al. explored the economics of a CCS plant with
amine-storage in the German wholesale electricity market when
the level of amine regeneration is optimally chosen to maximize
weekly profits.7 None of these analyses account for the
increased capital cost of amine storage. In unpublished work
Cohen has examined the cost effectiveness of amine storage
based on 2008 Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
historical price.8 This paper presents analysis that differs from
previous work in that (1) it accounts for the full capital cost of
amine storage, (2) it presents a method to account for the
benefits of electricity price arbitrage without requiring forecasts
of future carbon prices, (3) it provides thresholds for a metric
of variability in electricity prices required for profitability of
different amine-storage designs; such a metric depends only on
the amine-storage system setup and the corresponding capital
costs, and (4) it uses historical price data from Eastern
Interconnect wholesale electricity markets in the United States
to conclude about amine-storage profitability in this region.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our method consists of finding a threshold for the price
differentials that should be observed in the market so that
benefits of price arbitrage outweigh the capital costs of amine
storage. To do this we propose a metric for price differentials.
We then find a mathematical expression for the additional
revenue of CCS with amine-storage relative to conventional
CCS. Finally we express the extra revenue of amine-storage as a
function of price differentials.
To test profitability of amine-storage in the U.S. we estimate

capital costs for new and existing plants, and apply our metrics
of price differentials to U.S. historical electricity prices.
One advantage of our method is that we are able to identify

the characteristics of price regimes that are favorable to
dispatchable CCS in terms of price differentials that are
independent of the electricity price or any assumptions on the
future cost of carbon emissions. Although carbon emissions
constraints would likely change the structure of the power
system and consequently could also change future price
differentials in these and other markets, using our method
with historical price data provides valuable information for an
initial assessment of amine-storage profitability. Our method
could be used in conjunction with price differential forecasts to
explore potential profitability of amine-storage in the future.
Finally we take historical locational marginal price (LMP)

data from New York ISO, Midwest ISO, ISO New England,
and PJM, to conclude on the potential cost-efficiency of amine-

storage systems when installed on model plants operating in
these U.S. electricity markets.

2.1. Two Operational Modes for CCS with Amine
Storage. In a CCS plant with amine storage, the sorbent runs
constantly through the absorber to remove CO2 but the CO2
rich sorbent is stored in a tank during times of high electricity
prices, temporarily reducing the CCS energy penalty and
increasing the net power output of the plant. For this paper we
assume that the amine storage system can be designed to
enable one of two operational modes of sorbent regeneration:
“two-mode” and “three-mode”. In a two-mode system the
regenerator runs either at full capacity or does not run at all,
while under a three-mode design the regenerator might (1) run
at full capacity to regenerate both the sorbent flowing from the
absorber and the sorbent from the storage tank, (2) not run at
all, or (3) run to regenerate only the regular volume of sorbent
from the absorber. Although the rate of flow to the regenerator
could in theory take any value between zero and its maximum
capacity, here we limit it to these cases to simplify the
calculation of the economic benefits.
For this analysis we also assume that the CCS amine-storage

system is installed in a base-load plant that operates under two
constraints: (1) its fuel input at all times needs to be that of a
conventional CCS plant and (2) it cannot vent-out CO2
emissions. This means that the CCS-amine-storage system
must have (1) an oversized stripper to regenerate both the
stored sorbent and the sorbent flowing from the absorber and
(2) oversized compressors to compress both the CO2 from the
stored amine-CO2 solution and the regular flow of CO2.
Alternatively one could assume a system with storage tanks but
without the oversized stripper and compressors. In this case,
the plant would reduce its fuel input and therefore its CO2
emissions and electricity output, to accommodate regeneration
and compression from stored amine-CO2 solution. During
times of low prices the boiler would operate primarily to
provide steam for amine-regeneration and would not generate
any electricity to sell. In case electricity generated is not
sufficient to run the CO2 compressors, it would be necessary to
purchase additional power from the market. We have chosen to
leave the analysis of this second case as future work.

2.2. Two Cycling Periods for CCS with Amine Storage.
In this paper we assume that the amine-storage system can
operate on either daily or weekly cycles. Operating on a daily
cycle means storing sorbent during the hours of peak electricity
prices in a day, and regenerating during all or some of the off-
peak hours in the day, while operating on a weekly cycle means
storing sorbent during the hours of highest electricity prices in a
week, and regenerating during all or some of the off-peak hours
of the week.

2.3. Energy Penalty Reduction during Hours of High
Electricity Prices. Approximately 91−92% (see SI section 1)
of the CCS energy penalty is due to sorbent regeneration and
CO2 compression. If the CCS energy penalty is 30% for an
existing subcritical plant9 and 30−40% of power output for a
new supercritical plant10,4 then the portion of the energy
penalty that can be avoided during hours of high electricity
prices by storing rich amine is between 27% and 37% of a
plant’s generation output without CCS. For a power plant of
500MW of nameplate capacity (net capacity without CCS) this
means that between 135 and 185 additional MWh could be
sold at peak electricity prices each hour the CCS amine storage
system defers amine regeneration and CO2 compression.
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2.4. Revenue from Electricity SalesConventional
Operation of CCS Equipment. We define the following:
E̅: CCS hourly energy use (MWh/hour), also known as the

energy penalty of CCS
O: Electricity output of plant when CCS is not operating

(MWh/hour). Assuming the plant operates at full capacity this
quantity equals the net power output after subtracting the
energy penalty of NOx, SO2, mercury, and particulate emissions
control systems and the plant’s cooling systems
Pk: K

th lowest electricity hourly price in the cycle ($/MWh)
VOM: Variable operating and maintenance costs of CCS

excluding energy cost ($/hour)
R: Revenue from electricity sales for a coal plant with a

conventional installation of CCS equipment, during one cycle
of H hours

∑= ‐ ̅ × −
=

R E P[(O ) VOM]
k

H

k
1 (1)

2.5. Price Differentials: Metrics to Measure Price-
Arbitrage Opportunities. Differences between peak and off-
peak electricity prices will determine the potential for increased
revenue in plants with amine-storage. Here we propose two
metrics to calculate price differentials. The first metric will be
used in the analysis of profitability of a two-mode system, while
the second metric will be used to determine profitability of a
three-mode system.
We denote the mth two-mode price differential for an H

hours cycle as PDm
H where m = 1, 2, .... H, and define it as the

difference between the average of the m highest hourly
electricity prices in the cycle, and the average of the remaining
H−m lowest hourly electricity prices:

∑ ∑= −
−= − + =

−P
m

P
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PDm
H
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H
k

k

H m
k

1 1 (2)

Similarly, we denote the m, n three-mode price differential for
an H hours cycle as 3PDm,n

H and define it as the difference
between the average of the m highest hourly electricity prices in
the cycle, and the average of the n lowest hourly electricity
prices, where m + n < H:

∑ ∑= −
= − + =

P
m

P
n

3PDm n
H

k H m

H
k

k

n
k

,
1 1 (3)

2.6. Revenue and Profitability of a CCS Amine-
Storage System. In this section we first derive an expression
for the extra revenue that can be obtained from a CCS system
with amine-storage by postponing 92% of its energy penalty
from the hours of peak electricity prices to the off-peak hours.
We then find a threshold for the variability of electricity prices
so that the revenue of the system exceeds its capital cost. We do
the analysis for both the two-mode and three-mode storage
systems. For this analysis we define:
H: Hours of plant operation in a cycle. (e.g., H = 24 if a daily

cycle and capacity factor of the plant is 1. H = 168 if a weekly
cycle and capacity factor of the plant is 1.)
Hs: Number of hours the system operates in storage mode

(hours/cycle). This is also the capacity of the storage system.
Hr: Number of hours the system is regenerating sorbent at a

scaled-up rate (hours/cycle).
Note that in a two-mode amine storage system H = Hr + Hs

while in a three-mode amine storage system H > Hr+ Hs. This

is because during H − (Hr + Hs) hours the three-mode system
regenerates only the regular volume of the absorber.

2.6.1. Profitability of a Two-Mode Amine Storage System.
We define:
E: CCS Energy use that can be deferred with storage system

(MWh/hour). (i.e., E = 0.92E̅.)
Rs: Revenue from electricity sales in a coal plant with a two-

mode CCS amine-storage that reduces the energy penalty of
the CCS system to E̅ − E during the Hs hours of highest
electricity prices, and regenerates sorbent (at a scaled-up rate)
during Hr = H − Hs hours.

∑

∑

= ‐ ̅ −
−

× + − ̅ + ×

=

−

= − +

⎛
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k
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k

s
1

s

s

1

s

s (4)

The first term in the right-hand side of equation eq 4 pertains
to the revenue during the Hr regeneration hours. This is equal
to the amount of electricity available to sell during regeneration
hours multiplied by the electricity price. The amount of
electricity available to sell during regeneration hours is equal to
the normal power output O minus the CCS energy use under
normal conditions E̅, minus the extra energy used to regenerate
stored sorbent E × Hs/(H − Hs). The factor Hs/(H − Hs)
implies that all the energy E that is not consumed by the CCS
system during the HS storage hours is required to regenerate
the stored sorbent during the regeneration hours H − Hs. The
second term in the right-hand side of eq 4 pertains to the
revenue during the Hs storage hours, which is again electricity
available to sell multiplied by the electricity price
An expression for the extra revenue obtained from the two-

mode storage system relative to the conventional CCS, during
one cycle is obtained by subtracting equation eq 1 from
equation eq 4:

∑ ∑− = − −
×
−= − + =

−⎛

⎝
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H P
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H

k
k

H H
k

s
1 1

s

s
s

s

(5)

We also define:
CCHs

H: Levelized annual capital costs of a two-mode storage
system with Hs hours of storage capacity, divided by the
number of cycles in a year. (e.g., for daily cycling CCHs

24 =
annualized capital cost divided by 365.)
For the system to be profitable, its revenue (equation eq 5)

must exceed the storage capital costs. Therefore a two-mode
CCS system with a storage capacity of Hs is profitable if

∑ ∑−
−

>
= − + =

−⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟E P

H
H H

P CC
k H H

H

k
k

H H

k H
H

1

s

s 1s

s

s
(6)

Expressing equation eq 6 in terms of PDHs

H [eq 2] (see SI
section 2) and assuming a constant capacity factor (CF) we
find that a two-mode dispatchable CCS system with storage
capacity of Hs hours is profitable if

>
× ×H E CF

PD
CC

H
H H

H

s
s

s

(7)
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Equation eq 7 shows that for a two-mode system there is a
price differential threshold above which the CCS with amine-
storage system is profitable. The threshold depends on the
capital costs of the system, the CCS energy usage that can be
deferred, the capacity of the storage system and the capacity
factor of the plant.
2.6.2. Profitability of a Three-Mode CCS Amine-Storage

System. We define:
CCHs

H,Hr Levelized annual capital costs of a three-mode
storage system with Hs hours of storage capacity and capacity to
regenerate amine during Hr hours, divided by the number of
cycles in a year. (e.g., for daily cycling CCHs

24,Hr = annualized
capital cost divided by 365)
Following the same rationality as for a two-mode system (see

SI sections 3 and 4) we find that a three-mode system with Hs

hours of storage and Hr hours of regeneration at a scaled-up

rate, in an H hours cycle will be profitable if

>
× ×

CC

H E CF
3PDH H

H H H
H

,
,

s
s r

s r

(8)

Equation eq 8 shows that for a three-mode system there is a
price differential threshold above which the CCS with amine-
storage system is profitable. The threshold depends on the
capital costs of the system, the CCS energy usage that can be
deferred, the capacity of the storage system and the capacity
factor of the plant.

2.7. Impacts of Capacity Factor on Amine-Storage
Profitability. By assuming a constant capacity factor we may
be underestimating the benefits from price arbitrage with
amine-storage. To maximize revenue operators could attempt
to maximize output during peak loads and peak seasons when

Table 1. Existing Plant with 303 MW of Net Capacity: Costs of Two-Mode, Daily-Cycling Amine-Storage Systems with 1−4 H
of Storage Capacitya

capital cost of amine storage system ($1000)

cost of component s
+ labor ($1000)

% scaled
for storage

economy of
scale factor

Hs = 1 (not adjusted by
economy of scale factor) Hs = 1 Hs = 2 Hs = 3 Hs = 4

heat exchangers & air coolers 19,515 100% −0.0081 848 842 1760 2765 3871
reboilers 0.0094
sorbent processing −0.0213
heat exchangers −0.0054

vessels/filters 5,141 100% −0.011 224 221 462 726 1017

towers/internals 23,123 22.6%b −0.0404 227 218 456 716 1.03
absorbers/cooler 0% −0.713
stripper 100% -0.0404

pumps 3,432 100% −0.011 149 148 309 485 679

compressors 46,978 79% −0.0056 1616 1607 3361 5281 7394
CO2 compressor 100% −0.0056
propane compressor 100% −0.0056

low pressure let down turbine 9,800 100% NA 426 426 891 1400 1960

flue gas desulfurization system 22,265 0%

special equipment 3,926 59%c −0.0189 100 98 205 322 451

site prep, electrical, instruments,
buildings, piping, etcetera

115,072 59%c −0.0189 2928 2873 6006 9438 13,214

engineering, management, fees 67,250 59%c −0.0132 1711 1689 3531 5548 7767

project contingencies 54,297 59%c −0.0284 1382 1342 2807 4410 6175

process contingencies 39,094 59%c −0.0095 995 985 2060 3237 4532

amine for storage NA NA NA 3388 3388 6775 10,164 13,551

carbon steel tanks NA NA NA 1750 1750 2377 3004 3631
total cost ($1000) 15,744 15,586 30,999 47,498 65,244

aAll cost data is from an NETL study for a 303 MW net-capacity retrofit plant.9 Incremental storage cost accounting for economies of scale is
calculated by multiplying component cost by (24/(24 − Hs) − 1)*(% Scaled for Storage)*(1+economy of scale factor). To obtain CCHs

24 for
equation eq 6, the capital cost presented here must be annualized and divided by 365. bBased on surface areas of absorbers and strippers. cBased on
percentage of primary component that scales for storage.
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daily price differentials are greatest, and schedule maintenance
during the spring and fall when price differentials are lower.
Also if electricity prices were negative (as they may be in
regions with high penetration of wind power) the plant
operator could choose to operate the boiler primarily to
produce steam for regeneration of stored amine-CO2 solution
and purchase electricity (and be paid for it) to compress CO2.
2.8. Capital Costs of Amine-Storage. The capital costs of

the CCS amine-storage system depend on its storage capacity
and on the sizes of the stripper and compressors required.
Stripper and compressor sizes depend on whether the system is
designed for two-mode or three-mod″ operation, and on the
cycling period. For example, in a two-mode arrangement, and
assuming a H-hour cycle, the stored sorbent is regenerated at a
constant rate throughout the remainder of the day, along with
the regular volume of sorbent flowing from the absorber. This
requires a CCS system capable of operating at a regeneration
rate that is scaled by a factor of H/(H − Hs), where Hs
represents the hours of sorbent storage. This factor results from
taking the total number of hours in the cycle when CO2 is
continuously captured H, and dividing it by the number of
hours when regeneration happens (i.e., H − Hs). For a 24 h
cycle, the regeneration rate of a two-mode system is scaled up
by a factor of 24/(24 − Hs), whereas for a 1 week cycle, is
scaled up by a factor of 168/(168 − Hs). In a three-mode
arrangement, the system regenerates the stored sorbent at an
increased rate during selected hours with low electricity prices
Hr, but operates at a standard rate the remainder of the time.
This would concentrate the higher energy needed to regenerate
the stored sorbent during Hr low-price hours, thus increasing
revenue from electricity sales, but it would also require an even

greater regeneration rate scaled by a factor of (Hs + Hr)/Hr,
and increased capital costs. This factor results from taking the
hours when the system does not operate at a standard rate and
dividing it by the number of hours of enhanced regeneration.
(See SI section 5 for a discussion of the feasibility of cycling a
CCS system)
In this section we estimate the costs of two-mode and three-

mode amine storage for existing and new plants in the U.S.
Estimates of amine-based CCS capital costs are different for
retrofits and new plants, and depend on a number of factors
like nameplate capacity, efficiency, type of coal, space
availability for CCS and amine storage equipment. Given this
variability, the costs estimates presented below, and the specific
results derived from them only apply to plants with similar
characteristics.

2.8.1. Costs of Storage Tank and Additional Amine. The
capital cost of the amine storage tank depends on its size which
in turn depends on the following:

1 The size of the coal plant.
2 Number of amine storage hours, Hs.
3 Amine circulation volume (including water) per hour.

Estimates of tank costs are from Perry’s Chemical Engineer-
ing Handbook, eighth edition, adjusted to 2009 dollars (see SI
section 6).11 We assume that the additional amine inventory
required for two-mode and three-mode dispatchable CCS is
equal to the sorbent circulation rate multiplied by the storage
time. Sorbent circulation rates are between 15 and 19.07 (m3/
hour/MW-net capacity) according to refs 4,12,9 and sorbent
costs are between 629 and 711 ($/m3) according to refs 4,9,10
(see SI Table S2 in section 6). This means that for a new 500

Table 2. New Supercritical Coal Plant with 513 MW of Net Capacity (848 MW w/o CCS): Costs of Two-Mode, Daily-Cycling
Amine-Storage Systems with 1−4 h of Storage Capacitya

capital cost of amine storage system ($1000)

cost of components +
labor ($1000)

% scaled for
storage

economy of
scale factor

Hs = 1 (not adjusted by
economy of scale factor) Hs = 1 Hs = 2 Hs = 3 Hs = 4

SO2 polisher/direct
contact cooler

35,040 0 −0.0247

flue gas blower 7,170 0 −0.0051
CO2 absorber vessel 101,300 0 −0.0713
heat exchangers 7,601 100% −0.0054 330 329 687 1080 1512
circulation pumps 15,660 100% −0.011 681 673 1408 2213 3098
sorbent regenerator 57,360 100% −0.0404 2494 2393 5004 7863 11,009
reboiler 33,710 100% 0.0094 1466 1479 3093 4861 6805
steam extractor 3,297 100% −0.0069 143 142 298 468 655
sorbent reclaimer 10,240 100% −0.0072 445 442 924 1452 2033
sorbent processing 11,200 100% −0.0213 487 477 996 1566 2192
drying and
compression

80,960 100% −0.0056 3520 3500 7319 11 501 16,101

turbine costsb 65,930 NA NA 65 930 65,930 65,930 65,930 65,930
general facilities capital 36,360 61%c −0.0189 964 946 1978 3109 4352
engineering 25,450 61%c −0.0132 675 666 1393 2189 3064
project contingencies 54,540 61%c −0.0284 1446 1405 2939 4618 6465
process contingencies 18,180 61%c −0.0095 482 478 999 1569 2197
royalty fees 1,820 61%c −0.0009 48 48 101 158 222
amine for storage NA NA NA 6908 6908 13,816 20,724 27,631
carbon steel tanks NA NA NA 2561 2561 3851 5140 6430

total cost ($1000) 88,581 88,378 110,735 134,440 159,696
aAll cost data is from IECM-cs 6.24.4 Incremental storage cost accounting for economies of scales is calculated by multiplying component cost by
(24/(24 − Hs) − 1)(% Scaled for Storage)(1 + economy of scale factor). To obtain CCHs

24 for equation eq 6, the capital costs presented here must be
annualized and divided by 365. bWe assume it is necessary to install an LP turbine with higher capacity. cBased on percentage of primary component
that scales for storage.
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MW plant with 1 h of storage capacity, the upper bound
estimate for the cost of the carbon steel sorbent storage tanks,
and for the additional amine required for 1 h of storage are $2.5
million and $6.8 million, respectively.
2.8.2. Costs of oversizing CCS Components to Enable

Accelerated CCS Operation Rate. As explained before, under
our assumptions in a two-mode storage system, the
regeneration and compression rate increases by a factor of
H/(H − Hs) and in a three-mode amine storage system by a
factor of (Hs + Hr)/Hr. This implies that most of the
components of a CCS system, excluding the absorber, need to
be scaled up in capacity by the same factor. Table 1 breaks
down the cost of the CCS retrofit reported in ref 9 by
component and process, and scales them for two-mode sorbent
storage by (24/(24 − Hs) − 1) to calculate the incremental
cost of 1−4 h of storage in a 24 h cycle. These incremental
costs are also modified by an economy of scale factor (i.e.,
multiplied by (1+economy of scale factor)) to account for the
savings realized by the reduction in the per-unit capital cost due
to increased capacity of oversized components. The economy
of scale factors for each component were estimated by
modeling a range of new plants (250− 1100 MW) with CCS
in the Integrated Environmental Control Model IECM,4

calculating the cost per kW of all major components, and
then applying linear regression analysis (see SI section 7 for
IECM data).
For new coal-fired power plants with CCS amine storage we

assume it is necessary to include larger capacity low pressure
(LP) turbines to handle the additional steam flow when the
amine regenerators are not operating (because system is storing
amine-CO2 solution in a tank). Most CCS designs use steam
drawn from between the intermediate pressure and LP turbines
to supply heat for regeneration.12 New plants with CCS will
likely be designed with scaled down LP turbines because of
reduced steam flow to them. With amine storage, steam flows
to the LP turbines are restored to the equivalent flow of a plant
without CCS. We have included the costs of additional capacity
in the LP turbines. This increase in cost is reflected in Turbine
Costs in Table 2 which shows costs for a new 512.9 MW net-
capacity supercritical pulverized-coal (PC) plant. Note that due
to the need for an increase in turbine capacity the new plant

exhibits economies of scale in the amine-storage system (i.e.,
capital cost per hour of storage capacity decreases for the new
plant). For example, for an existing plant capital costs of
oversized components increase approximately linearly with
storage capacity, whereas for a new plant doubling the storage
capacity from 1 to 2 h increases these costs by only 25%.
SI section 9 gives the incremental capital costs for two-mode

amine-storage with weekly cycling for new and existing plants,
and for three-mode amine-storage for daily and weekly cycling.
As expected, incremental capital costs for two-mode weekly
amine-storage are lower than daily cycling because the scaling
factor for weekly cycling (168/(168 − Hs)) is smaller than for
daily cycling (24/(24 − Hs)). For three-mode arrangements,
costs are higher than two-mode and are inversely proportional
to the number of regeneration hours Hr.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Required Price Differentials for Profitability of

Two-Mode Amine Storage Systems. Table 3 shows the
required price differential for a two-mode system (i.e., right-
hand side of eq 7) for our model new and existing plants with
24 h and 168 h cycling systems (i.e., H = 24 and H = 168) and
different storage capacities (Hs). Annualized capital costs are
obtained by multiplying the capital costs in Tables 2 and 3 by a
fixed capital charge factor of 0.1128 which is the default value in
ref 4 resulting from standard assumptions on economic lifetime
of the investment, discount rate, tax-rates, debt and equity
percentages, etc. The capital costs for the cycle are obtained by
dividing the annualized capital cost by the number of cycles in a
year (i.e., dividing by 365 for daily cycling, and dividing by 52
for a weekly cycling). (see SI section 10 for calculations of
deferred energy penalty E). From Table 3, we observe that the
thresholds for two-mode price differentials range from $40−
677/MWh depending on the cycling period, the capacity factor,
the storage size, and whether the plant is a retrofit or new. In
general new plants require much higher price differentials to
justify investment in amine-storage, but there are exceptions.
The price differentials required for weekly cycling and storage
capacity of 16 and 20 h are lower for the new plant than for the
existing plant. This is due to the fact that turbine costs in an
existing plant increase with storage capacity, while in a new

Table 3. Required Price Differentials for a Two-Mode Design with Daily and Weekly Cyclinga

threshold that PD24
Hs must exceed

($/MWh) threshold that PD168
Hs must exceed ($/MWh)

H = 24 (i.e., daily cycling) H = 168 (i.e., weekly cycling)

CF Hs = 1 Hs = 2 Hs = 3 Hs = 4 Hs = 1 Hs = 4 Hs = 8 Hs = 12 Hs = 16 Hs = 20

NETL existing subcritical 303.3 MW
net output w/CCS

1 41 40 41 43 120 105 103 103 103 103
0.95 43 43 43 45 126 111 109 108 108 109
0.9 45 45 46 47 133 117 115 114 114 115
0.85 48 48 49 50 141 124 121 121 121 122
0.8 51 50 52 53 150 131 129 128 129 129

IECM new supercritical 512.9 MW
net output w/CCS

1 89 56 45 53 542 188 130 110 98 92
0.95 93 58 47 56 570 198 136 116 103 97
0.9 98 62 50 59 602 209 144 123 109 102
0.85 104 65 53 63 637 221 152 130 115 108
0.8 111 69 56 67 677 235 162 138 122 115

aRequired price differential (PD) as defined by the right-hand side of eq 7. E: Energy penalty that can be deferred with storage system = 118.6
MWh/hour for NETL existing plant and 308.2 MWh/hour for new IECM plant. Annualized capital costs are obtained multiplying the capital costs
of Tables 1 and 2 by a fixed capital charge factor of 0.1128 (default value in IECM). All capital costs have been adjusted to account for economies of
scale as presented in Tables 1 and 2. CF: plant’s capacity factor, assumed to be constant.
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plant these costs are constant regardless of storage size as
discussed in Section 2.8.2. The effect of capacity factor is as
expected; decreasing the capacity factor increases the threshold.
In contrast, the effect of the storage size is not always in the
same direction. On one hand increased storage capacity implies
higher capital costs, and presumably higher price differentials,
but on the other hand economies of scale and more
opportunities to recover the costs, lower the required price
differential. These competing effects are manifested differently
in daily and weekly cycling.
3.2. Required Price Differentials for Profitability of

Three-Mode Amine Storage Systems. Table 4 shows the
required daily price differential for a three-mode system (i.e.,
right-hand side of equation eq 8) for different assumptions
about capacity factor, and different values of Hs and Hr. Table 4
shows that required price differentials for a three-mode design
range from $43 to $141/MWh for daily cycling, and from
$110/MWh to $285/MWh for weekly cycling, depending on
the capacity factor, the storage size, the number of hours of
enhanced regeneration rate, and whether the plant is a retrofit
or new. For the configurations examined, required price
differentials decrease (or stay the same) with increased storage
capacity. Similarly, required price differentials also decrease
with an increase in the number of hours of enhanced
regeneration Hr. The thresholds for two mode are always
lower than three mode, since two mode could be seen as a
special case of three-mode with a greater number of hours of
enhanced regeneration; however, it is important to keep in
mind that two-mode and three-mode price differentials are
different (i.e., equation eq 2 is different than equation eq 3) and
therefore a comparison of their required thresholds for
profitability of amine storage is not very meaningful.
From Tables 3 and 4 it can be concluded that in general the

high required price differentials for a new plant make it unlikely
that amine-storage can be cost-effective at new installations.
Similarly the high thresholds for weekly cycling for both modes
and model plants make it unlikely that weekly cycling is ever
going to be profitable without significant increases in price
differentials.

3.3. Price Differentials in U.S. Electricity Markets and
Potential Profitability of Two-Mode and Three-Mode
Amine-Storage Systems. Using day ahead locational
marginal prices (LMP) for major trading hubs and load
zones in restructured markets in the Eastern Interconnect we
found two-mode annual average price differentials (PDs) for
daily and weekly cycles (see SI section 11 for results on weekly
cycling and section 12 for trading hub and load zones maps).
Table 5 shows annual averages of these PDs for a 24 h cycle
(i.e., daily price differential) for years 2007 and 2008. None of
the average price differentials observed exceeded the required
threshold for profitability of amine-storage at a new plant. In
2007, only the Minnesota Hub in Midwest ISO and Long
Island Zone in NYISO had an annual average daily price
differential that exceeded the requirement for profitability of an
amine-storage system in a retrofit plant. Other nodes including
all the examined nodes in Midwest ISO, and the Eastern Hub
and New Jersey Hub, exhibited price differentials that were less
than 20% below the threshold. For 2008, additional nodes/
zones in New York ISO, and PJM had price differentials that
were close to the threshold. For ISO New England, all average
price differentials for both 2007 and 2008 were below the
required threshold for profitability of amine storage by more
than 20%. Although the Long Island zone shows high price
differentials for 2007 and 2008 for both two-mode and three-
mode storage, this is not indicative of potential for profitability
of amine-storage in this pricing zone, since there are no coal
plants within the region.
Results for three-mode amine storage are similar to two-

mode. There are no nodes/zones where amine-storage
promises to be profitable for new plants. The Long Island
Zone, Minnesota Hub, Eastern Hub, and New Jersey Hub are
the only areas that exceed the threshold for profitability of a
three-mode daily cycling amine storage system in a retrofit
plant. The annual averages of three-mode price differentials
shown in Table 6 suggest that three-mode may be slightly more
cost-effective than two-mode. In 2007 there were nine nodes
that exceeded or were close to exceeding the price differential
threshold for three-mode versus eight nodes that exceeded or
were close to exceeding the price differential threshold for two-

Table 4. Required Price Differentials for a Three-Mode Design with Daily and Weekly Cyclinga

threshold that 3PD24
Hs, Hr should exceed ($/MWh)

(H = 24, i.e. daily cycling)
threshold that 3PD168

Hs, Hr should exceed ($/MWh) (H = 168, i.e. weekly
cycling)

Hs = 1 Hs = 2 Hs = 4 Hs = 12 Hs = 20

CF Hr= 8
Hr=
12

Hr=
16

Hr=
20 Hr= 8

Hr=
12

Hr=
16

Hr=
20

Hr=
40

Hr=
80

Hr=
120

Hr=
40

Hr=
80

Hr=
120

Hr=
40

Hr=
80

Hr=
120

NETL existing
subcritical 303.3
MW net output
w/CCS

1 92 66 53 45 90 64 51 43 187 133 115 183 129 111 182 128 110
0.95 96 69 55 47 95 67 54 46 197 140 121 192 136 117 191 135 116
0.9 102 73 58 50 100 71 57 48 208 147 127 203 143 123 202 142 122
0.85 108 77 62 53 106 75 60 51 220 156 135 215 152 130 214 151 130
0.8 115 82 66 56 113 80 64 54 234 166 143 228 161 139 227 160 138

IECM new
supercritical
512.9 MW net
output w/CCS

1 113 101 94 91 79 67 61 57 228 202 193 149 123 114 134 107 99
0.95 119 106 99 95 84 70 64 60 240 212 203 157 130 120 141 113 104
0.9 126 112 105 101 88 74 67 63 253 224 214 166 137 127 148 119 110
0.85 133 118 111 107 93 79 71 67 268 237 227 176 145 134 157 126 116
0.8 141 126 118 113 99 84 76 71 285 252 241 187 154 143 167 134 123

aRequired three-mode price differential (3PD) as defined by the right-hand side of eq 8. E: Energy penalty that can be deferred with storage system
= 118.6 MWh/hour for NETL existing plant and 308.2 MWh/hour for new IECM plant. Annualized capital costs are obtained by multiplying the
capital costs in Tables 1 and 2 by a fixed capital charge factor of 0.1128. All capital costs have been adjusted to account for economies of scale as
presented in Tables 1 and 2. CF: plant’s capacity factor, assumed to be constant.
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mode. In 2008 the difference is more pronounced with 16
nodes exceeding or close to exceeding the PD threshold for
three-mode but only 14 for two-mode.
Weekly cycling amine storage for both two-mode and three-

mode is not cost-effective at any price nodes or zones for new
or retrofitted plants indicating that the higher price differentials
available with longer cycling periods cannot overcome the
increased capital cost per cycle (see SI Tables S14 and S15 in
section 11).

4. DISCUSSION

This paper provides a methodology for policy makers and plant
owners to make initial assessments of the cost effectiveness of
amine-storage for electricity price arbitrage. Amine-storage is
relevant because it can potentially reduce the operating costs of
amine-based CCS systems, hence lowering the barriers for CCS
deployment and associated reductions of CO2 emissions from
the electricity sector.
We have proposed metrics for determining if amine-storage

can reduce CCS operating costs by taking advantage of

Table 5. Annual Average Daily Price Differentials Two-Modea

aPrice differentials (PDs) were calculated for each day as in eq 2 and then averaged for the year. Cells highlighted in yellow show hubs where the
annual average of the daily two-mode PD exceeds the required threshold for amine-storage profitability assuming a 95% CF and a retrofit plant. Cells
in green are below the threshold by less than 20%, cells in blue are below the threshold by 20% or more.
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arbitrage opportunities present in cyclical electricity price
differentials. Using capital cost estimates for a new and existing
model plants, we have found the threshold that these metrics
must exceed for amine-storage to be cost-effective. Then we
have calculated these metrics for historical electricity prices in
the U.S. and compared them with the required thresholds to
conclude on the potential of the benefits of amine-storage to
exceed its costs.

If historical price differentials are a reasonable predictor of
future price differentials, and our model plants are representa-
tive of the realities of the U.S. system, then our results suggest
that CCS amine storage is not profitable for new CCS
installations, but may be marginally cost-effective for retrofitted
plants in a few areas with large price differentials. These results
illustrate how the cost of CO2 capture is a variable that depends
on the electricity market where the CCS plant is located and
suggests that estimates of the cost of CO2 emissions abatement

Table 6. Annual Average Daily Price Differentials Three-Modea

a Three-mode price differentials (3PDs) were calculated for each day as in eq 3 and then averaged for the year. Cells highlighted in yellow show hubs
where the annual average of the daily 3PD exceeds the required threshold for amine-storage profitability assuming a 95% CF and a retrofit plant.
Cells in green are below the threshold by less than 20%, cells in blue are below the threshold by 20% or more.
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from the electricity sector in the U.S. need to be calculated
accordingly.
However there is significant uncertainty surrounding the

costs and revenues of amine-storage. Given the limited
experience with retrofit and new build of postcombustion
amine-based CCS systems, capital cost estimates are imprecise.
In addition, future revenues are hard to predict. Benefits from
arbitraging future price differentials might be higher or lower
than those observed in the historical period analyzed here, since
price differentials will be affected by changes in the fleet of
power generators, their marginal costs, and the order in which
they are dispatched. Widespread CCS will happen only in a
CO2-constrained electricity system, where electricity prices will
be affected by a number of possible changes including further
development of demand response, increased demand for
electric vehicles, higher penetration of renewable sources, the
retirement of older generation capacity, and increased operating
costs of fossil-fired generators. However, other sources of
revenue for amine-storage could tilt the scale toward profit-
ability. For example, given that amine-storage increases the
capacity of the plant to quickly ramp-up its electricity output, it
enables plant operators to participate and collect additional
revenue from ancillary services markets.
Amine-storage is not only more cost-effective for retrofit

plants than for new plants due to lower capital costs, but for the
former it also represents an important reliability benefit. By
reducing the plant’s net electrical output, CCS effectively
reduces the installed generation capacity that is available to
meet a power-system’s reliability standard. Since amine-storage
allows accessing 92% of the power generation capacity devoted
to CCS operation, it effectively eliminates the need to replace
this capacity.
Our results highlight the need for cycling pilot CCS projects

that mimic the flexibility outlined in this paper to better
determine the operating costs and constraints of amine-storage
and its potential to reduce the average cost of CO2 capture.
Throughout this paper we have implicitly assumed that a

CCS plant is going to operate at its maximum CO2 capture rate
regardless of the CO2 price or electricity price. Under this
scenario, amine-storage systems offer an alternative to
potentially decrease the average cost of CO2 capture. However,
if future carbon regulations do not constrain capture rates at
CCS plants, but rater impose a CO2 price, then other forms of
flexible operation should be analyzed. In particular the
possibility of shutting down the CCS capture plant and venting
out CO2 during times of high electricity prices and/or low CO2
prices must be considered.
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